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NP-TIM-92 
NTP REACTOR & FUEL REQUIREMENTS 
REACTOR REQUIREMENTS FUEL REQUIREMENTS 
PERFORMANCE: 
Speclfic Impulse r925 see Fuel Temperature > 3000K 
Thrust-to-Weight 28 Uranium Loading > 0.8 g/cc 
Single BurnTime 1 hr Thermal & Chemical Stability 
Operating Life Time 10 hr Low Diffusion Rates 
Thermal Shock Resistance 
ALARA radiation FP retention 
Large margin to failure High Melting Point 
Robust Fuel Elements 
Thermal Shock Resistance 
NP-TZM-92 '507 NTP: Technology 
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508 NP-llM-92 NTP: Techdoloa 
NP-TlM-92 
ROVER FUEL TYPES 
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URANIUM FUEL COMPOUNDS 
Property UO 2 uc uc 2 UN U.2% CW 
Density, glcc 10.96 13.63 11.68 14.32 8.01 
u Density, glee 9.66 12.97 10.60 13.52 2.88 
2775 2710 3035* 3350 Melting Point, K 3100 
Thermal 
Expansion, 
lom6 I K 
(@ 1273 K) 
10.1 11.2 12.0 8.9 7.6 
Thermal 
Conductivity, 0.035 0.23 0.07 0.25 0.3 
WIcm K 
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Mole Fraction ZrC 
MAJOR SOURCES OF DATA 
U-Zr4 PHASE DIAGRAM 
Uranium - Carbon Binary 
Uranium Carbide - Zirconium Carbide Pseudo-Binary 
Uranium Dicarbide - Zirconium Carbide Pseudo-Binary 
Zirconium - Carbon Binary 
Calculations - Chang Formulation 
- Butt and Wallace 
M'p: Technology 5 10 NP-TIM42 
NP-llM-92 
PHASE QIAGRAM "OPTIMIZATION" 
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512 HP-m-92 
NP-TIM-92 
UC-NbC-ZrC PSEUDO TERNARY SYSTEM 
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U-Zr-C Ternary Riagram 
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CRYOCHEMICAL FUEL PROCESSING 
NTP: Technology 516 NP-TIM-92 
UO? + C MICROSPHERE AFTER FREEZE DRYING =SOOX 
NP-TIM-92 
S 
NTP: Technology SI8 NP-'IIM 92 
F 7 
CRYOCHEMICAL SPHERE FORMING ADVANTAGES 
Process is composed of a few simple steps 
Applicable to a variety of nuclear fuel concepts 
Porosity is likely a controllable variable 
Spheres >lo00 prn diameter appear possible 
Rejected spheres are easily reused 
Re-using process fluids minimizes wastes 
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